DBN COMPETITION
‘DUELS’

DBN Competition ‘Duels’ are to decide any ‘draw results’ at the end of the competition Heats or Semi Finals. The DBN Duel Rules are as follows:

1. The two players who have a ‘Draw’ each throw a D6, highest score decides on ‘Attacker’ or ‘Defender’.
2. In secret each player chooses 2 x 1pt elements.
3. Defender positions his two elements ‘side by side’ the Attacker then positions his two elements directly opposite the defenders and 400 paces away.
4. It is a ‘Duel’ therefore no element may voluntarily withdraw.
5. Each Player has 2 CAP’s per turn.
6. Attacker goes first.
7. The first player to eliminate one element or force one to flee is the winner.
8. The draw is decided.